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life's great mysteries.
We Love You, Hugless Douglas! North South Books
A little knight, who has a temper, tires of his fighting
practice and wanders into the forest where he meets a
little dragon who also has a temper, as they become
unlikely friends.

The Cowboy Hachette UK
Introduces basic vocabulary through
pictures of items in such categories as
household objects, foods, animals,
vehicles, games, musical instruments,
and circuses. On board pages.
Elizabeth Gets Well Fitzhenry &
Whiteside Limited
Harvey is painting a cupboard with the
help of his best friend, Chip. It ends
up looking very colorful—and so does
Chip! Readers will love following
Harvey and Chip through the painting
process. A step-by-step project guide
and a colormixing chart at the end will
inspire them to do some decorating
themselves.

10 Little Penguins Pop-up Lemniscaat
The fourth Hugless Douglas adventure in this
bestselling series with 1.4 million copies sold
to date in 26 languages. When Douglas goes
on a best friend hunt with Flossie the sheep,
everyone seems to have a best friend except
him! Perhaps what Douglas is looking for is
right under his nose... David Melling is one of
the UK's best-loved author-illustrators and his
fourth book about Douglas the brown bear is
as funny and compelling as the first. It
combines brilliantly imaginative illustrations
with an endearing sense of what it is like to be
a small child learning about the world. 'A new
The Potato King Harry N. Abrams
Hugless Douglas book is always a cause for
A lyrical story about the power of
celebration.' The Daily Mail

Harvey the Painter North
South Books
An adventurous little crow
goes in search of the
magnificent peacock, and,
upon meeting him, manages to
humble the peacock and endear
himself to the other birds.

friendship in making dreams come true
follows the efforts of a group of animals
who help a sad little penguin experience
flight.

Bigger Than a Dream Holiday House
Anna thinks the boy in the cowboy hat
looks silly—but he's the only one who
can save the day in this Guided
Reading Level F story. It's a beautiful
day! Anna and her toy dog, Toto, are
all set to visit the beach, where the
girl will teach her pup to swim. Toto is
a quick learner, and Anna is having
fun—until a wave pushes the floating
toy far out into the ocean. No one
knows how to save Toto—except for
the boy in the cowboy hat, who leaps
into action to lasso the wayward dog!
Maybe he's not so silly after all. This
richly-illustrated story about
friendship and first impressions is
perfect for young readers just
beginning to tackle more complex
sentence structures. The bright,
charming artwork adds humorous
detail—from Toto's tiny wheels to the
Cowboy's aura of mystery—and helps
support understanding of the text. The
award-winning I Like to Read series
focuses on guided reading levels A
through G, based upon Fountas and
Pinnell standards. Acclaimed authorillustrators--including winners of
Caldecott, Theodor Seuss Geisel, and
Coretta Scott King honors—create
original, high quality illustrations that
support comprehension of simple text
and are fun for kids to read with
parents, teachers, or on their own!
Level F books, for early first graders,
feature longer, more varied sentences
than Level E. Level F books
encourage kids to decode new multisyllable words in addition to
recognizing sight words. Stories are
more complex, and illustrations
provide support and additional detail.
When Level F is mastered, follow up
with Level G.

The Crow who Stood on His Beak
Kingfisher
"The animals are all asleep in their
respective homes, until things get
turned upside down"-The Angry Little Knight Holiday House
The Big Book of Words and
People fear death. We don't know how to talk
Pictures Infinity Pub
about it, especially to children, and we're afraid to
When Little Hedgehog’s nest is
bring it up for fear of making people sadder. Yet
blown away he wraps up warmly
children, especially, have questions, and this
incredibly gentle and surprisingly light story is full and sets off for Badger’s house.
of both comfort and vividly imagined "answers."
But on his way Hedgehog meets
The first one gives the book its title: A boy hears
lots of animals shivering in the
the voice of his sister calling him one day, a sister
snow. One by one, he gives them
he's never met because she died before he was
his cosy gloves, hat and scarf. But
born. The sister in the faded photograph on the
wall. So that night he asks his mother what death is will Little Hedgehog make it
through the storm to safety? Press
like and she tells him, "It's like dreaming, only
One Winter's Day
bigger." That's lovely, but he still has questions,
the page and hear the noise in this
Features ten penguins on an icy shore
which it turns out his sister can answer! On a
wonderfully noisy story!
who playfully disappear from the scene
dreamy, carefree adventure they ride their bikes
together, (not always on the ground), visiting places
that were special to her when she was alive. And
she talks to him in the older sister, teasing,
straightforward, loving way that is exactly what he
needs. (It turns out that death is not the only thing
that can be Bigger Than a Dream.) Much, much
more than bibliotherapy, this is a work of art that
speaks with honesty and tenderness about one of

A Mountain of Friends North South Books while counting down from ten to zero, in
A lonely pig sneaks into school where he a text with pop-up illustrations.
enjoys lunchtime and making new friends.

Good Dragon, Bad Dragon Chronicle
Books
Elizabeth learns what goes on in a
hospital when she enters to have
her appendix removed.

At Night
Friendstells the story of the emotional
ups and downs of friendship through a
group of loveable monsters - from
fighting and teasing to laughing and
cuddling. Each spread features one
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emotionally charged word and a
characterful scribbly illustration.
There's plenty to explore in the
expressions of the monsters, whether
it's the mischievous delight of pinching
a friend or the meaningful glance that
says just how much you miss a special
monster. Little monsters of all ages
will love this book. Friends is Mies van
Hout's follow - up title to the hugely
successful Happy.
Friends
Forging an unbeatable trio with two
imaginary dragons, Finn struggles
with his scaly best friends'
apprehensions about swimming when
his mother announces plans to go to
the beach.
There's a Pig in My Class!
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